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Time: 60`          Date: 99.10.20                     IN THE NAME OF GOD           Farzanegan High school zone 2                                                         

Name:                          Class:                     Book Vision (1)       lessons 1&2    designer: Zolgharni  

                                PLEASE WRITE ALL THE ANSWERS ON THE ANSWER SHEET. 

      I. Vocabulary 

        A. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words. (There is one extra word.) (2 points) 

                       drought, protect, exercise, natural, carry, powerful, orbit, alive, injured 

1. Could you ----------------- this bag for me? It’s really heavy. 

2. It was interesting to watch the bird trying to ----------------- its young. 

3. Humans destroy the -------------- homes of the animals in the forests. 

4. The Hubble space telescope has been in --------------- for fifteen years, and has taken over 750000  

images of the universe. 

5. They helped the ------------------- whale and then sent it back to the sea. 

6. Can you guess how many Iranian cheetahs are still ---------------? 

7. How often are you able to do -----------------or physical activity? 

8. Computers are so complete and ---------------- these days. 

        B. Write the appropriate words according to their definitions. (1 point) 

             9. --------------------        : a material that is not solid and can flow or be poured. 

            10. --------------------        : to become or to make something larger in number or amount. 

            11. ---------------------       : a place where we can visit old and important things from the past. 

            12. --------------------       : it is the opposite of near. 

 

         C. Choose the correct answer. (1 point) 

            13. If you can’t go to the meeting, I could go -----------------. 

                  a. after                      b. instead                           c. around                  d. before 

            14. Cutting down the trees in nature is very ---------------- and hurts the Earth. 

                  a. destructive            b. suitable                           c. protective             d. hopeful 

            15. An /A---------------- is a building from which scientists can look at the stars, the Moon, etc. with 

                   telescopes. 

                  a. university              b. observatory                    c. space                   d. Hubble 

            16. One way of thanking Allah is to ------------------ our blood to those who need it. 

                  a. keep                      b. donate                            c. pump                    d. defend 

      II. Grammar 

A. Choose the best option. (1 point) 

17. Mina will ------------------- to Mashhad tomorrow. 

   a. be travelled           b. travelling                        c. travel                   d. going to travel 

18. “The clothes are dirty.” “Yes, I know. I ----------------- them later.” 

    a. will wash             b. am going to wash            c. will wash             d. washed 

19. They arrived on ------------- Saturday after my birthday. 

    a. _                          b. the                                   c. a                           d. an    
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               20. The Himalayas in Central Asia are ------------------- mountains in the world. 

                   a. the most high         b. highest                     c. the highest            d. higher 

 

B. Unscramble the following words. (1.5 points) 

21. animals / protection / need / endangered / attention / and. 

22. world/ the / is/ gold/ the/ expensive/ metal/ most/ of. 

23. My mother bought a ( blue, nice , new, cotton, Iranian) T-shirt for my birthday. 

 

C. Make questions using proper wh- questions related to the underlined words.(1 point) 

24. My friend will go to a Chinese restaurant tomorrow. 

25. Ali is going to buy a laptop next month. 

 

D. Look at the pictures, complete the blank and answer the questions.( 1 point)                 

26.  What will happen if people destroy the jungles?                                                                                                                         

27.  Which animal is the ----------- of all? (big) 

                                   
 

    III. Writing 

         A. Which part is grammatically wrong? Find and correct it. (1 point) 

28. I’m sorry but you can’t take this  books out of the library. 

                                     A                    B     C                         D 

                  29. Ali has worse handwriting in our class. Sometimes he can’t read what he writes. 

                           A       B                                                                            C                   D 

           B. Write the appropriate form of each noun. (2 points) 

              30. There are some -------------- (child) do not care about littering the park at all. 

              31. ------------- (mouse) are small mammals.  

              32. -------------- (wolf) are wild animals and each year they kill a lot of ----------------(sheep). 

 

         C. Write appropriate noun markers in the blanks. (2 points) 

              33. (The/ A) cheetah you saw in the park was very hungry.  

              34. I like our new home a lot. (It/ Its) rooms are very big and clean. 

              35. The Persian (gulf/ Gulf) is a very important sea between Iran and some (Arab/ arab) countries. 

     

          D. Spelling: Fill in the blanks with the missing letters. (1 point) 

              36. All h-mans must take care of nature. 

              37. Recently, famil-es are paying more attention to nature. 

              38. There are many different types of m-crobes. 

              39. About one tho-sand people live in this village. 

 

          E. Write the correct form of the words in parentheses. (2 points) 

40. This novel is ---------------- novel that I have ever read. (interesting) 

41. The blue pencil is ------------------- than the yellow pencil. (good) 

              42. My father is heavy. My uncle is much ----------------- than my father.( heavy) 
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              43. “ why do you need to borrow my suitcase?”  

                    “ I’m going----------------- my mother in Scotland  next year.”(visit) 

 

    IV. Reading Comprehension 

A. Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with the given words.(2.5 points) 

 

              There are some things that make life possible on Earth. All h-mans and animals on        (44)     need air.  

              You need air and food. You need these things for life. Is there anything else? Yes, there is. It is something 

              that is not here on Earth. You need it every day. It is the largest object in our       (45)     . We can’t live 

              without it. It is the     (46)   . 

              The sun is a star. It is just like the other stars we see in the sky at night. It is much closer to us than 

               any other star. All planets          (47)        it. The sun is much         (48)        than Earth. About 1000000 

              Earths can fit inside the sun. 

 

              44. a. sun                       b. star                                   c. earth                      d. moon 

              45. a. orbit                     b. solar system                     c. planet                    d. ring 

              46. a. Mars                    b. Jupiter                              c. Venus                    d. sun 

              47. a. put out                 b. get off                               c. go around              d. come back 

              48. a. smaller                 b. bigger                               c. less                        d. more 

 

           B. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions. ( 5 points) 

 

              A species is the name for the group of animals that are alike, such as lions and tigers. If a species is 

              endangered, it means there are very few of those animals left in the world. If all the animals in a species  

               die, the species becomes extinct. Those animals are gone forever. 

               The koala is close to being an endangered species, because the koala does not eat whatever it can 

               eat, their number goes down day by day. Koalas are picky eaters and they eat little food. They live  

               in tall eucalyptus trees. Many of these trees are called gum trees. Koalas eat the leaves of those trees.  

               Since there are over600 different type of eucalyptus trees, the koala should have no problem finding 

               food . But koalas are picky. They only want certain eucalyptus tree leaves to eat. Out of the 600 kinds  

               of trees, koalas will only eat the leaves of about 120 kinds of eucalyptus tree. Some are even picker  

                than that. The koalas of an area will only eat about four or five kinds of eucalyptus leaves. They prefer 

                to die of hunger than eat the other kinds. 

 

              49. What does it mean when an animal is extinct? 

              50. What is another name for many gum trees? 

              51. Why do you think the koalas are dying of hunger? 

              52. When a species is endangered, it means ------------------. 

                   a. all those animals are alive                            b. all those animals died out 

                   c. very few of them are alive                           d. they are picky 

        

              53. What is the passage about? 

                   a. species             b. an endangered animal            c. picky animals         d. eucalyptus leaves 

              54. The word alike is closest in meaning to --------------. 

                   a. different           b. similar to                   c. interesting              d. very few     
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